Abstract. We formulate the exact non-linear field theory for a fluctuating counter-ion distribution in the presence of a fixed, arbitrary charge distribution. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation is obtained as the saddle-point of the field-theoretic action, and the effects of counter-ion fluctuations are included by a loop-wise expansion around this saddle point. The Poisson equation is obeyed at each order in this loop expansion. We explicitly give the expansion of the Gibbs potential up to two loops. We then apply our field-theoretic formalism to the case of a single impenetrable wall with counter ions only (in the absence of salt ions). We obtain the fluctuation corrections to the electrostatic potential and the counter-ion density to one-loop order without further approximations. The relative importance of fluctuation corrections is controlled by a single parameter, which is proportional to the cube of the counter-ion valency and to the surface charge density. The effective interactions and correlation functions between charged particles close to the charged wall are obtained on the one-loop level. 
Introduction
The behavior of charged, fluctuating systems is an old problem in chemistry and physics and is of importance for very diverse disciplines. In this article we will be concerned with the distribution of counter ions around charged objects, which is experimentally realized whenever an object with dissociable surface groups is brought in contact with water (or some other high-dielectric solvent). In such a situation, the counter ions will be attracted to the oppositely charged object, but also repelled from other counter ions. The characteristic feature of charged systems is that the Coulomb interaction is long-ranged, which gives these systems very special properties. Since, in general, one counter ion interacts with many different counter ions simultaneously, the mean-field approach is very successful and can be used to describe experiments or simulations quantitatively. Exact solutions of the so-called PoissonBoltzmann equation, which determines the electrostatic potential distribution on a mean-field level, are available for planar [1] [2] [3] and cylindrical [4] geometries, but not for the important case of spherical symmetry [5] . A very readable introduction into the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) approach is given in reference [6] . There are several factors which contribute to deviations from the PB equation, a e-mail: orland@spht.saclay.cea.fr including additional, short-range potentials (such as hardcore interactions) and solvent effects. In this article we consider deviations due to counter-ion fluctuations and introduce the field-theoretic framework to include such effects systematically. In previous works, fluctuation effects have been incorporated for the single charged wall by modified PB equations [7, 8] , by integral equation theories [9, 10] , and by numerical methods [11] [12] [13] [14] . In general, one finds correlation effects to become important for ions of high valency, and packing effects dominate the ion distribution for very bulky ions or high ion concentration. For the case of counter ions or electrolyte solutions between two charged walls, there have been a number of studies using integral equations [15] [16] [17] and Monte-Carlo methods [18, 19] . An exhaustive review has been given by Attard [20] . The main result of these studies is that correlations can lead to an effective attraction between similarly charged walls for high enough ion valency, in contrast to the intuitive expectation and results on a mean-field level. There have been a few attempts of using field theoretic methods to go beyond mean-field theory for charged systems. We mention the works by Podgornik and Zeks [21] and by Attard et al. [22] , who expand around the mean-field solution and calculate within additional approximations fluctuation corrections to the interaction between two charged, planar
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The European Physical Journal E walls. Coalson and coworkers [23] used a field-theoretic formulation similar to ours, but then performed numerical calculations on a lattice. The main point that distinguishes our work from previous theoretical investigations is that (i) we include fluctuation effects systematically in a loop-wise expansion, and (ii) we calculate the correlation functions and fluctuation-contributions to the counterion and electric potential distribution on the one-loop level without any further approximations: the counterion correlation functions that we calculate and which are implicitly taken into account in deriving the counterion distribution and the electrostatic potential are calculated within the one-loop or Random Phase Approximation (RPA). For a homogeneous system, this corresponds to calculating the correlation functions using the DebyeHückel approximation. In that sense, one can view our theory as the merger of Poisson-Boltzmann and DebyeHückel theory.
In this article we consider a system of mobile, pointlike counter ions in the presence of a fixed charge distribution, and formulate the field-theoretic framework for going beyond the Poisson-Boltzmann description. As has been realized before, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation constitutes the saddle point of the exact field theory. We first reformulate this theory by a loop-wise expansion around the saddle point. The Poisson equation, which relates the electrostatic potential to the counter ion distribution, is obeyed at each level of this loop expansion. Clearly, the counter-ions are not distributed according to the Boltzmann weight of the local electrostatic potential, since correlations and fluctuations lead to pronounced deviations from the Poisson-Boltzmann predictions. The description is considerably facilitated by a Legendre transformation, after which we obtain the Gibbs potential as a function of a fixed electrostatic potential distribution. This transformation restricts the number of diagrams to so-called one-particle-irreducible diagrams. The electrostatic potential is given by the solution of the equation of state. We note that our formalism in the present formulation is only applicable to situations where the solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation is known in closed form, that is, planar [1-3] and cylindrical [4] geometries. With a slight modification, however, the present calculations can also be performed for cases where the saddle-point is not known, as for example the spherical geometry, which will be the subject of future publications. Also, the extension to the case of salt solutions containing counter and coions is possible. However, as has been shown recently for the case of the two-component plasma [24] , fluctuation effects make the inclusion of hard cores necessary. This of course complicates the evaluation of the saddle point considerably, as was shown by Penfold et al. [8] .
In the second part of this paper, we apply the general field-theoretic formalism to the case of counter ions at a single charged interface. We obtain the response function for the case of an impenetrable wall, where the counter ions are confined to one side of the charged interface. The effective interaction between two test particles decays algebraically as a function of their lateral distance. We calculate without further approximations the one-loop correction to the electrostatic potential distribution and the counter-ion distribution. Due to correlations, the counter ions are more densely packed close to the wall than predicted by the PB solution. This is in accord with previous Monte-Carlo simulations and with the intuitive expectation, since mean field theory usually overestimates repulsive interactions due to the neglect of correlations. The relative importance of fluctuation effects is measured by the single parameter Σ = 2πq 3 σ s 2 B , in accord with previous calculations by Attard et al. [22] , where σ s is the surface charge density of the planar surface, B is the distance at which two elementary charges interact with thermal energy, and q denotes the counter-ion charge or valency in units of an elementary charge. Since the thickness of the counter ion distribution, which is called the GouyChapman length, is, according to the mean-field prediction, given by µ ∼ 1/(qσ s B ), the average counter-ion concentration within the double layer follows as c ∼ σ s /qµ and our effective fluctuation parameter can be rewritten as Σ ∼ (q 2 B c 1/3 ) 3/2 and thus measures the electrostatic interaction energy between two counter ions at their average separation (in units of the thermal energy). Σ thus corresponds to the effective plasma parameter of a plasma confined to a slab. For vanishing values of Σ mean field theory becomes exact and fluctuation corrections are unimportant. On the other hand, since the counter ion valency comes in as a cubic power, it is clear that by going from monovalent to divalent ions, fluctuation effects become much more pronounced, in accord with experiments and simulations. Our results, which are obtained only to first order in the loop expansion, become unreliable for large values of Σ. A clear break down of our expansion is indicated by an unphysical negative density of counter ions, which occurs at Σ 12. Unfortunately, there are no numerical results available for the specific system we studied. We plan to estimate the limit of reliability of our theory by comparison with simulation data in the future.
In Section 2 we formulate the general field-theoretic description for an ensemble of fluctuating counter ions in the presence of a fixed charge distribution. The main steps consist of (i) formulating the initial partition function as a field theory using a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, (ii) going to the grand-canonical ensemble (via a Legendre transformation), (iii) expanding the action around the saddle-point, and (iv) performing a second Legendre transformation after which the Gibbs potential depends on the electrostatic potential. In Section 3 we formulate the equation of state, and in Section 4 we give explicit results for the electrostatic potential and the counter-ion density. The effective interaction between charged test particles is calculated in Section 5, and Section 6 is devoted to a brief discussion.
Non-linear field theory for charged systems
The partition function for N mobile counter ions of charge or valency q, interacting with an arbitrary fixed charge
